**The Biff Ant® Treatment Program**

To get the best result from your Biff Ant® application your sprayer must have no spray residue from the previous use of Insecticides (e.g. Ripcord®Plus and Ripcord®). Best results are achieved when a new sprayer is used and only Biff Ants used in it.

**YOU MUST KNOW WHERE THE ANTS ARE FOR SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT**

A full Inspection of the property is required so check all these places:

Sleepers, trees, curb and channeling, drive ways, paths, gardens, compost heaps, all fences including the wire or boards, rails and posts, pergolas and plants growing on them. Fire wood piles, down pipes, Rubbish bins, bbq’s, outdoor furniture, pot plants, vehicles, decks and any tree’s over hanging the boundary.

1) **Where to spray:** Only use Biff Ant® **OUTDOORS**

Spray all ant trails, path edges, drive way edges, curb & channeling, fence’s including post’s, rails, pergola post’s etc. Tree trunks require a minimum 1metre band up and around them. Bushes / plants that touch the house need to be pruned so that they no longer do so.

Spray a 1 metre band up and out all the way around the exterior of the house.

2) **Use Biforme® Granules Or Kas Ant Granules**

In Gardens, long grass, compost, and any areas where Biff Ant® cannot be applied successfully.

3) **Dust 2 Dust™:**

Use for the killing of ants in wall and ceiling cavities, cracks and crevices, under inaccessible decking, under cupboards and into retaining walls.

**Interior Treatments:**

Apply Recruit® to the indoor highways where ants are trailing.